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Due to its complexity and mobility, VANET (vehicle ad hoc network) security has long plagued the development of the IoT
industry. It is still a big challenge for users to decide the trustworthiness of an anonymous message or the preservation of personal
information. Group signature is widely used in VANET anonymous authentication, but the existing solutions suffer from high
computation costs in certificate revocation list (CRL) checking and signature verification process. In our scheme, we develop a
lightweight protocol based on hashing functions and group keys, which escapes from the heavy computation cost. )en, we
propose a dynamic batch-based group key distribution process, which is based on long short-term memory (LSTM) neural
network to predict traffic flow and calculate the weight to determine the right time for key update. In this way, our method will
significantly reduce computation delay and communication overhead. )e security and performance analyses show that our
scheme is more efficient in terms of authentication speed while keeping conditional privacy in VANET.

1. Introduction

As a critical component of the intelligent transportation system
[1], VANETs’ main goal is providing safety assurance and
comfort service for passengers [2, 3]. Vehicles form a particular
type of network in which they have no fixed position. Besides,
they can authenticate other vehicles around them to form a
network and do some necessary communications. High mo-
bility of nodes is the main feature of such networks enabling
nodes to frequently change their pattern. )ese kinds of rapid
changes bring many network security issues. Considering the
insecurity in VANET, designing a secure communication
solution is the most urgent challenge in this field [4].

A VANET security model mainly consists of three
components, TA (trusted authority), RSU (roadside unit),
and OBU (onboard unit). )e TA provides internet con-
nectivity and stores important information such as the real
identity of all the vehicles and RSUs. TA is also responsible
for generating public parameters. RSUs are distributed along
the road and used to manage OBUs within their commu-
nication range. OBU is a temper-proof device, which is

attached to a vehicle to help communicate with other in-
frastructures through wireless communication. Figure 1
shows the VANET communication pattern.

Information exchange in VANET is ongoing all the time
between vehicles and infrastructure such as alarm signals,
traffic information, weather conditions, multimedia mate-
rial, or any other kind of data. Besides, applications on
VANET can provide passengers convenience, safety infor-
mation, and other attractive features. However, security
issues bring lots of concerns as it is hard to balance the
demand of low latency and high security. )e insecurity
caused by serious consequences of cyberattacks will incur
countless threats, and vulnerabilities due to high mobility
network feature rapidly changing network topology and an
open environment. As such, a secure scheme must be
proposed with robust and reliable security measurements to
prevent malicious activities and preserve users’ privacy [5].

1.1. Security Requirement. )ere are several attributes in
VANETsecurity [6] including but not limited to the following:
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(i) Message authentication: Authentication ensures
that a message is trustable. If the message spread in
VANET has not been authenticated, the users
cannot judge the traffic situation or make wrong
decisions.

(ii) Privacy preserving: It is, perhaps, the most critical
security thing to protect personal security. )e
leakage of personal information may result in
malicious crimes. In VANET, nodes are commu-
nicating in a public channel. )erefore, anonymity
must be guaranteed.

(iii) Traceability: While hiding the real identity of the
user, the TA or some other trusted authority should
have the ability to reveal the real identity of the
nodes. If a malicious node sends a fake message and
leads to accidents, this malicious node should be
identified by a trusted authority. )at is also an
essential issue in group signature.

In VANET, we should have the conditional privacy of
the nodes, that is, the combination of the vehicle’s privacy
preservation and its traceability. When a vehicle enters an
area, if it has a desire to send some message or request some
service, it should keep anonymity at first. )ere are many
schemes to guarantee anonymity, for example, schemes
based on a large number of anonymous keys or based on a
unique identity.

)e group signature [7] is an anonymous authentication
scheme that forms a group with a set of users, while the users
remain anonymous to each other. )e group incorporates
multiple group private keys with one group public key, called
“group key.” Each group member can anonymously sign
messages on behalf of the whole group, and the real identity
can be revealed by the group manager. )erefore, the group
signature can effectively achieve conditional privacy pres-
ervation for VANET communication [8].

Although group signature is widely used in VANET to
realize anonymous authentication, the existing solutions
suffer from long computation delays in the signature veri-
fication process and CRL checking. )is problem is severe
when the CRL becomes very large. [9]. )e CRL holds all the

revoked anonymous keys. )e increase in anonymous keys
makes the CRL volume becomes large, which significantly
increases the time of authentication. Because that before
verifying the signature, vehicles should verify a large CRL to
check whether the signer is revoked or not. As a result, these
schemes cannot meet the requirement of verifying a large
number of messages in VANET. In the literature, many
revoking methods have been proposed, perhaps we can use
an ID-based method to avoid the revoking process. In ad-
dition, many authentication schemes use bilinear-pairing or
elliptic curves for implementation. )e computation pres-
sure sometimes can be very high. We should have a robust
and lightweight protocol to fit the large-scale network
environment.

In urban areas, if a vehicle wants to request some service
like weather conditions, traffic situations, or deliver some
information with surrounding nodes, it can form a group
with other vehicles. )ey share the same group key at a
specific time. Only the legal members can preserve the group
key, and in this way, they can have a trusted relationship. In
urban areas with a large density of vehicles, vehicles fre-
quently enter and exit the area. Many protocols update the
group key whenever a vehicle comes in and out of the area. If
the calculation of the updating phase is not that novel and
efficient, the calculation stress and the frequent communi-
cation overhead will bring much pressure. So we need a
novel solution that handles the overhead and efficiency at the
same time. Furthermore, we do not consider the periodical
beacon message, and group signatures generally do not
apply to this type of message but are suitable for slightly
longer communication needs. )ese communications are
ideal for requesting services and passing personalized
information.

As stated above, the RSU registers with the TA in its
range at first, and a RSU usually belongs to only one TA’s
range. Vehicles also register to TA. Next, if the vehicle does
not have urgent communication desire, it will wait to get a
new group key in a time slot. If it has a strong desire to send
messages, it sends a request to RSU.)en, RSUwill judge the
urgency of messages and decide whether to trigger a new
group key update at once. So we have a dynamic adjustment
strategy.

1.2. Contributions. ·We propose a lightweight authentica-
tion protocol without any complex computation and also a
simple group key generation and verification process. In our
scheme, RSU plays the role of generating group keys.We can
achieve both anonymity and traceability.

·We design a dynamic batch-based group key updating
method to reduce the communication cost and the fre-
quency of the group key updating phase. Our method is
based on priority, which can fit the need of urgent com-
munication and reduce communication overhead.

1.3. Structure. Section 2 describes the related works, and
section 3 provides a detailed explanation of the lightweight
authentication and group key generation. Section 4 explains
the batch-based group key update phase. Section 5 is the
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Figure 1: VANET communication.
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security analysis and performance comparison. Section 6
concludes the study.

2. Related Work

Vehicle authentication schemes can be generally divided
into two categories, and there are certificate-based protocols
that use public and private key pairs, and ID-based proto-
cols, where the user’s public key can be computed from the
user’s identity (i.e., e-mail address and IP address). However,
TA and RSUs must keep all the public and private key pairs
of vehicles. Each vehicle also needs a large storage space to
store the public and private key pairs [10]. Zhang et al.
[11, 12] took advantage of the ID-based protocol and
proposed two ID-based privacy-preserving authentication
protocols. )e ID-based authentication protocols found in
[13] deal with the need for complex certificate management.
However, these protocols still have high computation costs.

In the literature, we have known that the earlier cer-
tificate-based protocols store the public and private key pairs
of the vehicles. )ey also need an efficient public and private
key management solution to manage, distribute, and revoke
all public key certificates. )e ID-based protocols are con-
sidered to overcome the problems of certificate-based
protocols. However, these protocols are usually computa-
tionally complex and time-consuming, because these pro-
tocols are implemented either using the elliptic curve [10] or
the bilinear pairing [13]. )e bilinear pairing is known as a
time-consuming operation when compared to other cryp-
tographic functions like hashing and elliptic curve opera-
tions that are costly too.

Chaum et al. and van Heyst [7] introduced a group
signature for anonymous authentication, which uses several
group private keys attached to one group public key. Under
this scheme, the users can verify the validity of the group
signature without knowing the real identity of other group
members, and the real identity can be revealed when needed.
Any pair of signatures created by the same group user cannot
be linked by any third party except the legal group manager,
and group members can verify any signed message using the
group public key.

Although group signature is an excellent technique for
VANET’s privacy preservation, it still suffers from large
computation overhead in the signature verification process.
)e short group signature (SGS) scheme was introduced by
Boneh et al. [14], which is one of the most important GS
schemes in the literature. Lin et al. [15] implement SGS and
identity-based signatures for securing VANETs, in which all
the OBUs form a group and have a unique private key to sign
the messages. Lu et al. [16] used group signatures with the
RSU, where each RSU uses its group private key to update
the short lifetime certificate of the OBUs. Calandriello et al.
[17] use group signatures at the OBU level, where OBUs use
their group private keys for signing short lifetime certificates
for themselves. )e public keys in the generated short
lifetime certificates are used to sign the outgoing messages.
In [18], the trusted authority (TA) generates and manages
the group keys. In [19], the TA is designed to classify the
users and distribute the group keys to the group of users, and

keys will be updated during the revocation process. )ese
schemes will lead to a large load on the trusted authority.)e
above group signature schemes neglect the significant
computation overhead embedded in them.

In group communications, a novel protocol is required
to generate and manage a group key that can be used to
secure data sent from group members to all users that are
members of the same group. Multicast groups are very
dynamic, because of the joining of new members and the
leaving of old members, and the group key manager has to
handle group membership changes by regenerating and
redistributing new group keys. Generally, after each mem-
bership change, the group key should be updated through an
appropriate rekeying phase, such that a new vehicle cannot
compute the old group key (backward secrecy [19]), and a
leaving vehicle cannot compute the new group key (forward
secrecy [19]). In many schemes, the group key is refreshed
immediately after any join or leave events, and such events’
number is often proportional to the number of changes in
membership events. If the updating phase frequently hap-
pens in a congested urban area, the group key may have
expired when it has not been used yet. )ese operations may
cause many communication costs in vain. )us, a batch
process algorithm must be proposed according to the traffic
flow.

Artificial intelligence has played an important role in
many scenarios such as weather reporting [20], game
strategy [21], and cognitive radionetworks [22]. Long short-
term memory (LSTM) is introduced as the nonlinear dy-
namic soft-sensing method for predicting traffic flow [23].
First, multiple consecutive real-time samples of a batch
process are used as the query samples. During the similarity
calculation stage, three similarity measurements are adopted
including the information of the distance, angle, and trend to
take the traffic rendezvous into consideration [24]. For each
individual measurement, historical trajectories with larger
similarity measurements are collected as the online mod-
eling samples. Hence, several LSTM soft sensor models can
be constructed with the extracted batch trajectories and used
for the quality prediction of online query samples. To in-
tegrate the quality prediction results of different submodels,
weighting parameters of different similarity measurements
are defined and calculated based on the cross-validation
strategy. Finally, the weighted sum of each prediction result
is judged as the ensemble result of the real-time batch
trajectory.

Another important security thing is that if there is a
malicious node that does not send the timely message to key
generator, it can secretly keep this key for a long time. In fact,
it has already left this region or delivered this key. )ese
kinds of problems can also be found in data access control
schemes [25]. Many protocols have not solved this problem,
and their leaving updating phase cannot actually judge the
vehicle leaving time.)ey usually depend on honest vehicles
to send leaving messages to key generator, which cannot
prevent malicious nodes.

From the above state-of-the-art solutions, we could see
that verification in VANET still faces the problem of effi-
ciency. Besides, due to the uncertainty of the vehicles, it is
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also hard to use batch authentication to reduce the time cost.
Another drawback is the bottleneck on TA for most schemes
that need TA to undertake most of the computation works to
generate keys.

We propose a scheme tailored for very dynamic ad hoc
networks. Time is dynamically partitioned in any length slot.
Each slot has a unique group key, and although users
asynchronously join, the group manager will decide the
beginning of the time slot according to users’ message
priority. Although this kind of method introduces a delay, it
also allows to reduce the number of rekeying acts. In our
scheme, RSUs play the role of the group manager, which can
release the burden of TA and reduce communication costs
between TA and RSUs. We assume that RSU is equipped
with the highly trusted platform modules since it is a key
component in the key generation and management
processes.

3. Lightweight Protocol

It is known that certificate-based protocol requires lots of
storage at TA and vehicles, and a complex certificate and key
management process. ID-based protocols do not need to do
this, but they are often time-consuming. Since they either
use bilinear pairing or the elliptic curve, which is known as
time-consuming, in our protocol, we use the lightweight
hash function to overcome these problems, which can also
provide the same security.

)e general cryptographic hash function is lightweight
and is often considered impracticable to reverse. If we only
know the output of a hash function, it is infeasible to
compute the input value of that hash function. Even if a
slight change in input has occurred, the output value will
have a big difference. So our protocol has little computation
cost, since operations like XORing and hashing are very
lightweight.

Our protocol is divided into seven phases: 1, System
initialization; 2, RSU registration phase; 3, Vehicle regis-
tration phase; 4, Vehicle authentication phase; 5, Group key
generation phase; 6, Vehicle joining phase; 7, Vehicle leaving
phase.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the authentication
process.

)e notations in Table 1 are used in our protocol.

3.1. System Initialization. In our protocol, TA is considered
fully trusted and initializes all the system’s parameters.
During the registration phase, TA delivers these parameters
to RSUs and vehicles. )e initialization phase is as follows.

(1) TA selects a large prime number q and a finite field
Z∗q .

(2) TA selects a secure hash function H, where H:
0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ 0, 1{ }l.

3.2.RSURegistration. )eRSUi, i ∈ 1, 2, 3, . . . , n{ }, sends the
information about itself to which it is securely belonged to
the TA. TA then gives a unique identity IDri

and two secret

keys SKri
and Svri

to the RSUi through a secure channel,
which is usually wired. )e SKri

is a shared key between the
TA and the RSUi, and the Svri

is used for the RSUi and
vehicle’s communication. So RSU gets
Z∗q , q, H, SKri

, Svri
, IDri

  from TA.

3.3. Vehicle Registration

(1) )e Vj, j ∈ 1, 2, 3, . . . , m{ } registers to the TA.
(2) )e Vj selects a unique identity IDvj

, which is as-
sociated with its real identity, such as license plate,
and then securely sends it to TA.

(3) TA then sends Z∗q , q, H, Q � H(Svri
) to Vj through a

secure channel, and Q is a list, which is used for
vehicle to check the RSUs’ trustworthiness. )ese
RSUs are within this TA’s region.

3.4. Vehicle Authentication Phase. When a vehicle enters an
RSU’s domain, it should send an authentication message to
RSU to prove that he is legal and get some regional-related
message. Only the vehicle has passed the authentication, and
it can get the group key.

)e vehicle’s authentication with RSU has the following
steps:

(1) )e vehicle Vj chooses a random number svj
as his

secret, computes Avj
� H(IDvj

�����svj
), and then sends

Avj
to RSU in a public channel.

(2) )e RSU chooses a random number cri
, then com-

putes Rvj
� H(Svri

�����cvj
), Mvj

� Avj
⊕Rvj

,

Nvj
� H(Rvj

�����Avj

�����cvj
), and sends Mvj

, Nvj
, cvj

to Vj.
(3) Once Vj receives the message, and it calculates

R∗vj
� Mvj
⊕Avj

, N∗vj
� H(R∗vj

�����Avj

�����cvj
), to verify the

RSU’s message. If theN∗vj
does not match theNvj

, the
message might be modified, and the vehicle refuses
the message.

(4) )en, Vj computes VIDvj
� IDvj
⊕H(R∗vj

�����Tvj), in
which Tvj is the current timestamp.)e Vj chooses a
random number avj

and computes

bvj
� avj
⊕H(R∗vj

�����VIDvj
), Dvj � H(R∗vj

�����IDvj

�����Tvj).
(5) Vj sends Ovj

� VIDvj
, cvj

, bvj
, Dvj, Tvj  to RSUi

through a public channel.
(6) When RSUi received the message, it can compute

Rvj
� H(Svri

�����cvj
) and ID∗vj

� VIDvj
⊕H(Rvj

�����Tvj)

and also compute Dv∗j � H(Rvj

�����IDvj

�����Tvj), if
Dv∗j � Dvj, and the massage has not been modified.
)en, the RSUj calculates Sri

� EnSKri
(ID∗vj

), which
means ID∗vj

is encrypted with SKri
. SKri

is a shared
key between RSUi and TA. )ey communicate with
each other in a secure channel.

(7) )e TA checks the IDvj
registered list, if it finds IDvj

� ID∗vj
, and then returns true to RSU; otherwise, it
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returns to false. Only then Vj is authenticated by
RSU and TA.

(8) Because RSUi knows Rv1
� H(Svri

�����cv1
) and bv1

, it can
compute av1

� bv1
⊕H(Rv1

�����VIDv1
), and then, RSUi

sends Qri
� H(Svri

), Pri
� H(H(Svri

)‖a) to Vj.
(9) When Vj received these messages from RSUi, it

searches its Q list to find whether there exists a Qri

according to RSUi’s ID and also computes
H(H(Svri

)‖a) using its own a to verify RSU’s
identity.

3.5. Group Key Generation. )e group key generation
process is associated with vehicles’ movement and time
slots. When the region of RSU has no vehicles, the key
generation phase is linked with the first vehicle, which is
different from the situation that the region already has
some vehicles inside.

Assume that there are initially no vehicles in the region
of RSUi, when V1 enters into this region and passes the
authentication, at any time it wants to send an anonymous
message, it should ask for a group key as follows:

(1) V1 sends Ov1
� VIDv1

, cv1
, bv1

, Dv1
, Tv1  and a Tag

toRSUi, where Tag is a sign that indicates the level of
information urgency.

(2) BecauseRSUi knowsRv1
� H(Svri

�����cv1
), and bv1

, it can
compute av1

� bv1
⊕H(Rv1

�����VIDv1
), then RSUi choose

two random numbers z0 ∈ Z∗q , G0 ∈ Z∗q , and com-
pute GK1 � av1

· z0 · G0modq as the first new group
key. Subsequently, RSUi chooses a timestamp Tr1

and computes GK1′ � (a−1
v1

· G1modq)⊕av1
Rt1 � H

(GK1

�����GK1′
�����Tr1

�����Qri
), and then RSUi unicasts GK1′ ,

Tr1
, and Rt1 to V1.

(3) When V1 received these messages from RSUi, it
searches its Q list to find a Qri

which has been already
sent by RSUi during authentication phase according
to RSUi’s ID.)en, V1 calculates GK1 � (GK1′⊕av1

) ·

av1
modq and also calculates Rt∗1 � H(GK1

�����GK1′�����Tr1

�����Qri
), if Rt∗1 � Rt1, and V1 accepts GK1 as the

group key.

3.6.Vehicle JoiningPhase. Assume that in a time slot, a set of
vehicles have passed the authentication. )ere are two sit-
uations for group key generation. One is that at the end of
the time slot baseline, RSU generates a new group key,
unicast it to newly joining vehicles, and multicast it to ve-
hicles, which are already in the group.)e other one is that a
new vehicle urgently wants to send or request an anonymous
message, and it can send a message to RSU to report its
desire. RSU then judges the emergency level and dynami-
cally adjusts the time slot; subsequently, unicasting and
multicasting phases are the same.

So we will divide this phase into two parts.

TA RSU Vehicle

registration

joining phase

leaving phase10.group key, components (all vehicles
in the group)

9.group key, components (to vehicles
already in the group)

8.group key, components (to newly
joined vehicles)

5.First vehicle request

5. vehicle registration (vehicle ID)

7. true or false
6.verify the vehicle's identify

4.paremeters (list-Q, keys)

2.parameters (ID, keys)

1. RSU registration

Figure 2: Authentication phase.

Table 1: Notations used in the protocol.

Notations Descriptions
TA Trusted authority
RSUi ith roadside unit
Z∗q A finite field
q A large prime number
IDri

RSUi’s ID selected by TA during registration
SKri

Secret key used between RSU and TA

Svri

Secret key used to verify legality between RSU and
vehicle

Vj jth vehicle
svj

Secret key of Vj

cri
Random number selected by RSUi

Tvj Timestamp selected by Vj during authentication
avj

Random number selected by Vj during authentication
Tag Denotes the emergency level of the message
r Random number selected by RSU to generate key
GK )e group key
M )e message sent by vehicle
Q A list that contains legal RSUs’ identity
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3.6.1. Normal Group Key Generation. When the time slot
came to an end, there are a set of vehicles, which are not so
urgent to send anonymous messages that have passed the
authentication. )e RSU selects a random number r ∈ Z∗q

and calculates GK � r · GK as the updated new key, where
GK is the old group key. For each newly joining vehicle, RSU
computes GK

’
� GK⊕H(T

�����Rvj
), Rtj � H(Rvj

����GK
����T

�����Qrj
),

and unicasts GK
’
, Rtj, T  to Vj, where j ∈ 1, 2, 3, ..., n{ }, T

is the current timestamp.
When receiving these messages, each Vj calculates GK �

H(T
�����R∗j )⊕GK

’ to get the updated key GK and also calculates

Rt
∗
j � H(R∗vj

����GK
����T

�����Qrj
) according to RSU’s ID, if

Rtj � Rt
∗
j , and then, Vj accepts the GK as the group key.

RSU also calculates GK
’′ � (GK−1 · GKmodq)⊕GK and

Rt
’′
j � H(GK

�����GK
’′
����T

�����Qrj
) and multicasts GK

’′, Rt
’′
j, T  to

old vehicles. On receiving the message, old vehicles in that
group use the old group key GK to compute the new one:
GK � (GK

’′⊕GK) · GKmodq, and computes
HH(GK

�����GK
’′
����T

�����Qrj
). If the result equals Rt

’′
j, then the GK

is accepted as the new group key; otherwise, it refused to
accept.

3.6.2. Urgent Conversation Group Key Generation.
Suppose that a vehicle has passed the authentication,
however, it finds that the group key has just updated a
moment ago through timestamp, and the time slot has just
begun. At that moment, it wants to start an urgent group
conversation, and it can send a request message to RSU to
ask for group key updating.

)e urgent vehicle does the following steps:
)e vehicle sends M, tag, T, σj  to RSU, whereM is the

urgent message, and tag is the level for emergency. T is the
timestamp, and σj � H(R∗j

�����IDj).
After verification, RSU keeps judging the tag value until

it reaches the limited level. )en, the new generation phase
will be triggered and time slot will be dynamically adjusted.
)e dynamic adjustment solution will be discussed in detail
in section 4.

Following steps are the same as (1) normal group key
generation’s all four steps.

3.7. Vehicle Leaving Phase. In VANET’s communication,
vehicles will periodically send beacon messages to inform
others that it is still in that region. We suppose that if we did
not receive a vehicle’s beacon message in 3 cycles, the RSU
thinks that node has already left this region. Each cycle is
about 2s in general. When RSU thinks that a vehicle has left
his region, it triggers a group key updating phase.

)e leaving updating phase is as follows:

(1) )e RSU selects a random number n ∈ Z∗q and
computes GKt � n · GK as the new group key, where
GK is the old group key in use. For each vehicle in

that group, RSU computes GKt
′ � GK⊕H(Tt||Rj),

Qri
� H(Svri

), and Rtt � H(Rj||Tt||GKt||Qri
). )en,

RSU sends Rtt, GKt
′, Tt  to all vehicles.

(2) After receiving the message, each Vj searches its Q

list to find whether there exists a Qri
according to

RSUi’s ID. )en, Vj computes GKt � GKt
′⊕

H(Tt||R∗j ) to get GKt and computes
H(R∗j ||Tt||GKt||Qri

), if the result matches Rtt, and
then, Vj accepts GKt as the updated group key.

4. Dynamic Time Slot Adjustment

In this section, we discuss the time slot adjustment in detail.
In many works of literature, to reduce communication

costs, we usually aggregate a set of vehicles’ authentication
processes, which is known as “batch” authentication. Many
of them use mathematical methods, which may lead to a
large number of calculations. A more straightforward ap-
proach is to use time slot, in which we split time into in-
tervals. RSU generates different keys in each interval. )is
introduces a delay, maybe half of the slot time generally, but
allows to reduce the number of rekeying events. Note that
our slot’s length is different according to different situations.
So, this will achieve efficiency and cost a balance.

Suppose we are in a large density of vehicle environment,
if the frequency of key update is very fast, for example, we
encrypt the message with key A and send it out. After the
destination receives it, the key A may be expired, so a lot of
time is spent on group key verification phase, which is not
worth the candle.

Next, we will discuss the dynamic time slot strategy from
the aspect of the vehicle initiating the request and the de-
parture of the vehicle.

4.1. LSTMModel for TrafficTrajectory Prediction. Our model
consists of three steps: data unfolding, similarity measure-
ments, and ensemble quality prediction. For each RSU, the
historical dataset is collected by recent traffic flow, which
includes distance, angle, and trend in its area. Considering
the storage capacity of the RSU, the dataset can be stored on
the cloud within the stipulated time. After implementing
data normalization of the historical dataset XH, RSU also
needs to collect the real-time query sample as
xq, xq+1, . . . , xq+n−1 . With the dataset and the real-time
sample, we tried to calculate different similarity measure-
ments and extract the modeling trajectories for each strategy
on the cloud. After modeling trajectories have been pro-
posed, we further need to construct online local soft-sensing
models as y � fb(x) for different strategies.

From the above models, the predicted results of different
models can be further proposed:

yq,b, yq+1,b, . . . , yq+n−1,b . (1)

)en, we use cross-validation strategy to determine the
weight ηb, which will be used in next step. With all the above
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results, we can get the weighted sum of local models as
follows:

yq, yq+1, . . . , yq+n−1 . (2)

4.2. Joining Phase’s Urgent Request. In general situations, we
assume that the time slot baseline is 10 seconds. If a vehicle
has already passed the authentication, and it has a desire to
send anonymous messages at some time when the next time
slot has not come yet, it sends a request to RSU in the
following format:

R � M.Tag, Treq . (3)

M is the message the vehicle wants to broadcast, Tag is
the symbol that denotes the emergency level, and Treq is the
current time.

We divided the message emergency level into five de-
grees, represented by the value of the Tag, 5 is the highest
level, and 1 is the lowest level. )e higher the level, the more
urgent the message is. )e critical message is, for example,
someone wants to report road condition, or wants to know
road condition ahead of him. Another message like
requesting multimedia resources is not that urgent. Each
Tag’s value ranges from a predefined time slot t′.

However, it should be noted that the value of the Tag is
not determined by the user. Trusted authorities should have
an agreement in advance on the weight of various messages.
Five levels are sufficient to cover most message levels.

In addition, we limit the number of the vehicle’s requests
to three times in one RSU region, to avoid malicious nodes
sending too many requests.

On receiving R, RSU first computes ΔT � Tnext − Treq,
and the Tnext denotes the time of next key update, which is
no more than a certain time slot t. So ΔT ranges from the
beginning of the time slot to the end of it.

)en, RSU computes W � ΔT + Tag, soW is associated
with both t and t′. )en, we use the weight ηb defined by
LSTM to set the threshold value to trigger the key updating
phase.

)e RSU performs the following steps when receiving
request messages:

(i) RSU has a request queue Queue, when the request
message arrives, and RSU appends ΔT to R and puts
them into Queue.

(ii) RSU then gets W and compares W with ηb, and if
there is still under ηb, RSU then waits for other
requests. After each message arrives, W will be
accumulated, so finally we get an accumulated ΣW,
if at the end of the time slot, ΣW still failed to reach
ηb, and then, RSU starts a new updating phase.

(iii) If the ΣW reaches ηb, RSU starts updating phase at
once.

4.3. Leaving Phase’s Updating Strategy. Because we cannot
exactly judge a vehicle’s leaving time, we think that if we have
not received vehicle’s beacon broadcast message within three

cycles, the vehicle has already left this region. At that time, a
new group key updating phase will be triggered. At this part, we
do not use the 10-second strategy, because that we want to
forbid a vehicle from keeping a valid group key when it is not in
that region. )is is more influential than entering the area but
not yet having a group key. )e updating steps are the same as
Part III, 3.7 the vehicle leaving phase. After the group key’s
updating, a new time slot will begin.

5. Analysis and Comparison

We divide this section into three parts, the first part is the
security analysis of the authentication, the second part is the
computational cost comparison of our authentication pro-
cess with another process, and the third part is the group key
request’s average waiting delay. We compare the execution
time of the cryptographic operations using JPBC [26], which
is a famous cryptography library and has been widely used to
implement cryptographic operations inmany environments.
Our hardware platform consists of an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-
6600K processor with 3.50GHz clock frequency,
16 gigabytes memory, and runs Windows 10 operating
system. )e execution times of the above cryptographic
operations are listed in Table 2.

5.1. Security Analysis

(1) Authentication: When authenticating with RSU, the
vehicle Vj should use its own IDvj

to compute
VIDvj

. )en, RSUi verifies IDvj
’s legality with help of

TA. )e communication between TA and RSUi is
considered to be safe. In this way, the legality of the
vehicle can be verified because the ID of the vehicle
has only been confirmed by TA during registration
and is only held by a legitimate vehicle.
)en,RSUi computes av1

� bv1
⊕H(Rv1

||VIDv1
) to get

avj
and sends Qri

� H(Svri
), Pri

� H(H(Svri
)||a) to

Vj, Because TA has already sent a list Q to Vj, in this
way Vj can authenticate RSU at the same time. After
authentication, in group key generation phase, Vj

can use this Qri
to validate RSU’s legality.

(2) Traceability: If an abnormality is found, the RSU will
report the abnormal vehicle’s ID to the TA using the
secret SKri

between TA and him, and then, TA will
take sanctions.
For the vehicles that do not correctly report their
position or other information, the RSU first will
identify the exact position of the vehicle and report
the vehicles’ ID to the nearby RSU by its trajectory.
For the vehicles that do not have a consistent tra-
jectory, RSU cannot search within its area but to
report the ID of the vehicle to TA and other RSU
nearby.

(3) Replay attack:)e timestamp T is used to protect the
replay attack and keep the freshness of authentica-
tion, RSU will also send Rtj � H(Rvj

||GK||T||Qrj
) to

vehicle, and then, the vehicle will detect replay attack
after verifying Rtj.
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(4) Backward and forward secrecy: )e new group key
generation is associated with the old group key and a
random number, such as GK � r · GK, the newly
joined vehicle cannot compute the old key because
they do not know the old group key and that random
number, and therefore, backward secrecy is guar-
anteed. A leaving vehicle, even if he keeps the old
group key, will not know the random number, so
forward secrecy is guaranteed.

(5) Impersonation attack: If a malicious node wants to
impersonate a vehicle, it cannot pass the authenti-
cation without knowing the legal ID of the vehicle,
and this ID is securely delivered to the vehicle during
registration with TA. If a third party wants to im-
personate RSU, it should have the legal Svri

to
compute H(H(Svri

)||a) to obtain the vehicle’s trust.
)us, we can resist the impersonation attack.

5.2. Authentication Process Computation Comparison. In
this part, we compare our scheme with EAAP [27], Zhang
et al. [28], Lo and Tsai [13], andM. Bayat [29] schemes. First,
we have some notations for running times of operations:

Next, we give the different execution steps for each
scheme and compare their execution time with ours. )e
total time includes authentication message generation time
and authentication message verification time but neglects
the nondominant operations.

In EAAP, J. Zhang, and M. Bayat et al.’s articles, they use at
least one pairing operation and onemap to point hash function,
which is known as time-consuming operations. Complex op-
erations bring higher security but result in more computation
costs. Considering that OBU has limited computing power, in
some scenarios, we can reduce communication pressure by
using some secure and fast operations like hashing.

From Table 3 and Figure 3, we can clearly see that our
authentication scheme has the lowest computation cost, for
which we do not have those complicated operations.

5.3. BatchGroupKey RequestWaitingDelayAnalysis. In this
part, we compare the average delay time for newly joining
vehicles’ group key request at different vehicle joining
densities. Suppose the average delay time is significantly less
than the cycle time, the vehicle needs to request some in-
formation. In this case, we think the dynamic adjustment
strategy is considered feasible. Besides, we think that the
group key update caused by the vehicle leaving event will not
affect the user’s experience, so no test analysis will be
conducted.

In the experiment, we let the vehicles randomly enter the
area at a frequency of 10, 20, 30, and 50 vehicles every
10 seconds. )e protocol will dynamically adjust the slot
time based on the baseline slot. )e algorithm pseudo-code
used in the experiment is as follows. Next, we will explain it
in detail.

In a baseline time slot, we assume that vehicles randomly
enter the area at a different frequency. When some vehicles
need to send requests or share information, they initiate

Table 2: Running times of different operations.

Operation Execution time (ms)
Tpair: bilinear pairing 4.2
Tmtp: map to point hash function 4.4
Tmul: scaler multiplication 0.4
Th: general hash operation 0.0001
TL: operation time on LSTM 0.737
Tecc−mul: execution time for calculating the elliptic curve point multiplication 0.442
Tecc−a dd: execution time for elliptic curve point addition 0.0018
Tpair−a dd: execution time for point addition to bilinear pairing 0.0071
Texp: execution time for exponential operation 0.6

Table 3: Execution time of different schemes.

Scheme Operation Execution time (ms)
EAAP 2Tpair + 5Texp 11.4
J. Zhang et al. 3Tpair + 8Tmul + Tmtp + 3Tpair−a dd + 7Th 20.1
M. Bayat et al. 6Tmul + Tpair + 2Tmtp + Tpair−a dd + 3Th 15.4
Lo and Tsai 5Tecc−mul + 4Th + 2Tecc−a dd 15.4
Our authentication scheme 10Th + TL 0.001
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Figure 3: Authentication time comparison.
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requests to the RSU.)en, RSU judges the weights according
to the method described in section 3, part A. Whenever a
request arrives, the RSU puts its weight W value into the
entering queue. When the sum of W reaches a threshold
value, then RSU triggers a new group key update.

Tnext denotes the next slot starting time, Treq denotes
the moment when the vehicle sends a request. Δn denotes
the number of the vehicles, which send request messages.
When the new updating phase has been triggered, we cal-
culate the waiting time Δtm for every newly joining car who
sends request to RSU and add them up. At last, we get the
average waiting time in this time slot.

)e next figure shows the average waiting time at dif-
ferent vehicle entering rates.

In Figure 4, v-d denotes vehicle density. From the ex-
perimental results, we can see that as the vehicle density
increases, the key update time becomes faster, and the average
waiting time of the new requesting vehicle becomes shorter.
When the enter frequency is 50 vehicles in 10 seconds, the
average waiting time is less than 1.5s, which is generally less
than the ordinary communication frequency. In this study, we
just consider nonperiod messages, which are usually longer
than the 1- to 2-second cycle time of the beacon message. So,
we can say that the protocol meets the requirement.

v-d 10 1889 1958 2009 2001 1786
v-d 20 1654 1577 1321 1589 1643
v-d 30 1556 1335 1600 1455 1588
v-d 50 1100 1187 1221 1020 1481
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Figure 4: New vehicles’ average waiting time.

Input: number of nodes n, average request cycle time tp.
Output: average request waiting delay

(1) request� � false;
(2) while(int i≤ n)
(3) { if(request)
(4) { ΔT � Tnext − Treq;
(5) W� ΔT+Tag;
(6) queue.add(W);
(7) for(int m� 0; m< queue.size(); m++)
(8) { int sum+� queue.get(m)
(9) if(sum≥ 7){
(10) then trigger a new update;
(11) Tnew � current time; }
(12) break;
(13) }
(14) }
(15) }
(16) for(int m� 1; m<� Δn; m++)
(17) { Δtm � Tnew -Treqm;
(18) sum′+ � Δtm;
(19) }
(20) ΔT � sum′/Δn;
(21) return ΔT;

ALGORITHM 1: Average waiting time experiment process.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, we first describe a lightweight authentication
protocol, which is less complex and has a lower computation
overhead. )is protocol can achieve the same security as
traditional protocols. RSU plays the role of group manager
and authenticates vehicles with the help of the TA. We also
have a simple group key generation and authentication
process, which overcomes lots of problems in group au-
thentication. Second, to reduce the communication cost and
the frequency of the group key updating phase, we design a
dynamic batch-based group key generation method that can
fit the need of urgent communication and reduce com-
munication overhead. In the urban area, if the entry and exit
of each vehicle cause a group key update, the intensive
vehicle makes the update of the group key very frequent, so
we make a decision whether to immediately update the
group key based on the urgency of the message and the time
difference from the new slot. To achieve a balance in this
way, we introduce an LSTMmethod to predict the trajectory
of each vehicle to divide the message into different groups
and use batch key management. )e experiment results
show that our authentication protocol has a smaller com-
putation overhead, and under the dynamic time slot ad-
justment strategy, the vehicle’s average waiting time is short,
within a tolerable communication cycle.
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